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ABSTRACT

A price index for the Operation and Maintenance,

Navy budgetary account is developed for the period 1965

to 1975. Component price indices axe presented for four

object classifications of the account. These indices are

compared with price indices used by the Cogressional Budget

Office in their "Five Year Budget Projections" for current

services. Pending further research into the construction

of an improved O&M,N index, it is shown that those indices

used by the Congressional Budget Office have substantially

untierestimated the effects of inflation upon the O&M,N

account. It is recommended that the developed indices

be used for the Congressional Budget Office analysis of

the Operation and Maintenance, Navy account.
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I. INTRODUCTION

It is the purpose of this thesis to develop an aggre-

gate, operationally m-aningful measure of inflation for

those coiodities which are accounted for w-thin the

Operation and Maintenance, Navy, budgetary account.

Inflation may be defined many ways, depending upon

the context within which tLe word is used. One way, for

the purpose of this thesis, is to define inflation as the

general rise in prices across the entire economy. Two

important- measures of inflation are the Wholesale Price

Index (WPI) and the Consumer Price Index (CPI). The WPI

is a monthly measure of changes in price of commodities

sold in large quantities in primary markets. Many cf the

ccsmodities priced in the WPI are used in the production of

itms priced in the CPI. The CPI *.s a measure of changes

in price of consumer goods and services purchased by urban

wage-earners and clerical workers. In the past, service

i ms (which are labor intensive) have increased faster in

price than other items.

Since 1965, the United States has experienced a pro-

longed, almost uninterrupted, period of rising prices

throughout its economy. The Wholesale Price Index for

SAll Coaodities (1967 - 100) moved from 95.2 in January

1965 to 179.4 in January 1976, an increase of 88.4 percent.

During the same period, the Consumer Price index moved from

93.6 to 166.7, an increase of 78.1 percent.



As Graph 1-1 shows, these two measureE of inflation do

not follow the same paths over time. A differential exists

in the rates of increase of the two groups of commodities.

Each index, though rising overall, is distinct in its

characterization of the inflationary effects upon the

prices of those commodities which it represents.
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It is hoped that the indices developed within this

thesis might be useful to the Congressional Budget Office.

The Congressional Budget Office (CBO) was established

by the Congressional Budget and Impoundment Control Act of

1974. The Act .initiated reform of the Congressional

budgetary process. The CBO may best be described as the

analytical arm of Congress for budgetary processes. It

is responsible for the analysis of the President's budget

and recommends alternatives to it. One requirement which

is imposed upon the CBO is the Current Services Projection

report.

The Current Services Projection estimates for five

years the dollar costs of federal programs, such as defense,

under the assumption that the current level of activity

will be maintained for each program. One major problem in

a projection of this type is the method of dealing with

inflation. The current services concept, the methods,

and the problems are further explained in the next sections

of this chapter.

A. THE CONGRESSIONAL RESEARCH SERVICE'S MODEL FOR
CURRENT SERVICES FIVE YEAR PROJECTIONS

1. Overview

The Congressional Budget Office used a computer

model written in the Survey language for its five year

'The CRS model is no longer used for the five year
projections for obligations, although it is filed on the CBO
computer. The methodology and concepts are applicable at
the time of writing.



projections. The model attempted to project Federal obli-

gations for existing programs and activities. The model

used generalized formulae to es ~imate obliga-tions of budge-

tary accounts by object classification, using generalized

growth factor variables which are introduced below.

The computer model assumed a constant real level

of activity within each federal department except for

recent known changes which may allow growth in the level

of the program. As one program within a department nears

completion, another program is initiated to replace it.

Each program is projected forward from its given level of

exrpenditure, taking price and wage changes, population

growth, and the already known (i.e. legislated) growth in the

real level of program activity into ac'ount. These are

the generalized growth factor variables, which, as will be

discussed, are used in "rate of change* form.

Since there are approximately twelve hundred indi-

vidual accounts within the fiscal year's budget, each

account was disaggregated into a facsimile of object classi-

fications, or "market baskets" (t~his concept is further

defined in Chapter III). These are shown in Table 1-1

below. It was then the individual object classification

which was projected. This allowed the obligations of an

account to be related to economic or demographic data or

adapted to determine the effects of legislative action more

readily than if the account were not disagc.regatee.

12



Table 1-.1

CBO Classification of Expenditures Within Budgetary Accounts

Civilian Compensation
Military Compensation
Personnel Benefits
Utilities (Includes Object Classifications of Transportation

of People; Transportation of Things; Rent,
Communications, and Utilities; Printing and
Reproduction)

Other Services
Equipment
Lands and Structures
Interest
Investment and Loans
Grants, Subsidies, and Contributions
Insurance Claims
Consolidated Obligations

It should be noted that object classifications are

extremely broad categorizations of commodities, and an

object classification may comprise part of any budgetary

account. For example, Supplies and Materials is an object

class common to both the Department of Defense's account

"Operation and Maintenance, Navy," and the Department of

Health, Education, and Welfare's account "Education for the

Handicapped." However, it is not clear that the Supplies

and Materials used by the Navy are indeed the same Supplies

and Materials used for the education of the handicapped.

Nor is it clear that the relative importance within the

object classification of a commodity such as fuel is the

same for both departments accounts.f The model did not attempt to take into account

future policy changes, new program plans, or legislation

which was not yet enacted.

13



The concept of the model was to project known obli-

gations. However, the Congressional Budget and Impoundment

Control Act of 1974 requested the estimation of federal

outlays. In the estimation of future outlays, the stream

of expenditures for a particular program may vary over the

five years. The CBO anticirates treating twe outlays for

programs in such a way as to approximate the stream of

expenditures for existing contracts throughout the projected

period for some programs.

2. Methods of Projection

The estimating of Federal obligations for the five

year period at current levels of activity attempts to take

into account the increases of personnel pay and other

prices, any known changes in real benefits or program

levels, and population growth. Thus, the growth in expen-

ditures for each object class within each account is separ-

ated into component factors. These independent variables

are called PRICE, REAL, and POPULATION, respectively. These

will be referred to as budgetary variables in the subsequent

discussion.

Depending upon the account, each of the above com-

ponents of dollar growth in the account can be held constant,

or defaulted such that there is no growth represented by

that budgetary variable. Otherwise, the component is included

within an equation for the account on the basis of expected

annual rates of change for all projected years. For exam-

ple, the Department of Defenze obligations are only affected

14



I by inflation, and not real or population growth. The

growth rates are ;;;hen applied to the base year estimate to

give an out-y'ar estima-te. Computationally, this is written

as%

L97X Estimate - 197 (X-1) Estimate x (PRICE 197X +

DOPULATIOK 197X + REAL 197X + 1)

where 197(X-1) is the base year, and the other variables

represent annual estimated rates of change as defined above.

More specifically, for price and wage changes, the

model's documntation [Ref. 5] states:

*In most cases price increase adjustments
are made to maintain constant expenditures in
real terms. If not adjusted for increasing
prices, in effect, the programs are assumed
to be declining in real terms.

"in fact, one of the major reasons for
adjusting other programs for price increases
in a projection is to obtain a yardstick against
which to measure administration proposals and
Congressional action. Since programs are pro-
posed and -nacted in dollar terms, one way of
obtaining a measure of changes in real progreA
activity is to compare the amount requested
or legislated with what any given program
would have cost if the same level of previous
activity were to be carried out in the coming
fiscal years, fully adjusted for anticipated
pay and price increases.*

The population variable, which gives some measure

for "work load increases" for a program is expressed in

terms of a rate of change of the population. This assumes

that the per capita benefit remains constant, but the total

number of people changes. The mr~el documentation states

is



that the values usd are obtained from a regression analysis

to establish, for example, the number of people receiving

social security or other benefits, on a program by program

basis. The annual change in the number of people is then

expressed by the budgetary variable POPULATION.

Real increases in program levels, represented by

the variable REAL, are not well defined in the model. One

of the problems is that obligations of funds for some pro-

grams prior to their appropriation can occur because of

Contract Authority. Contract Authority is a type of budget

authority which permits obligations of funds prior to

appropriation, but requires a subsequent appropriation in

order to liquidate the obligations. Contract Authority

is generally associated with construction programs. No

accommodation for Contract Authority was made in the model.

Real activity changes are handled synonymously with

"vork load changes' in many cases, and the documentation

indicates that growth in many programs should possibly be

represented by the variable POPULATION. The concept, how-

ever, seems to be that the variable REAL should represent

so expansion of a program, or the addition of new acti-

vities within a program. This might indicate an increase

in per capita benefits as measured by obligations, for

example.

'"he model is composed of a series of mini-programs

which relate the budgetary independent variables tc economic

or demographic variables such as the Consumer Price Index,

16



in linear or log-linear form, by regression. Within the

mini-programs a value is calculated for the then dependent

budgetary variable, which is then used as an independent

variable in the main program. The documentation does not

indicate explicitly how these relations were obtained, ex-

cept that, in the documentation for each object class, a

statement of assumption is made. For example, for the

object class Equipment, it is assumed that the price in-

crease is at the same rate as the Implicit Price Dleflator -

Investment, Producers Durable Equipment.

According to the documentation, "The equation for

each (budgetary) variable must apply to all accounts, no

matter how diverse.* Therefore, as shown in the example

below, each budgetary variable has associated with it a

large number of coefficients in the equation as multipliers

of the economic or demographic variables. If the economic

or dezographic variable does not affect the budgetary varia-

ble, its coefficient is presumably zero.

As an example of tho form which the algorithm

takes on for each budgetary variable, and then for each

object class, the projected estimate for year 197X for the

object class Grants and Subsidies is as follows:

Price 1.76 = Ill + 112 xLGPXLAG.76 +113 xLGCPILAG.76

+ 114 +LGPCNFB.76 +I15 xLGPCSH.76 +116

x LGPIGI.76 + 117 xLGCPI.76 + 118 x

L1GCP lC' 76

17



POPULATION. 76 121 + 122 xLGRO.76 + 123 x -- ROLAG.76

+ 124xTIME.76 + 125xGRFS.76

REAL.1 - 131 + 132 xADDHA.76 1 133 xADDEND.76 +

134 xADDOCOMP.76 + 135 xADDCD.76

GRANTS AND SUBSIDIES.76 GRANTS AND SUBSIDIES.75 x

(PRICEI.76 + POPULATION.76 + REAL.76

+ 1)

where Liu's are coefficients which may be zero;

LGPXLAG is the logarithm of the growth rate of the
Price of Gross Product Deflator, lagged;

LGCPILAG is the logarithm of the growth rate of the
Consumer Price Index, lagged;

TGPCNFB is the logarithm of the growth rate of the
Consumer Price Index of Food and Beverages;

LGPCSH is the logarithm of the growth r~te of
Consumer Expenditure for Housing Index;

LGCP1 is the logarithm of the growth rate of the
Consumer Price Index;

LGCPIC is the logarithm of the grow-Lh rate of the
Consumer Price Index, calendar year;

LGPIGi is the logarithm of the growth rate of the
Consumer Price Index, fiscal year.

In sumza-y, the model used generalized formulae for

projecting bud2getary accounts, each account being disaggre-

gated into object classifications. The budgetary variables

were grtwth factors for prices and wages, population, and

known grtwrth in a program. These budgetary variables were

expressed as rates of change, and were taken from long term

18



&conomic forecasts of other variables, sach az the Consumer

Puice Index.

The next chapter reviews tiLe Navy's reporting

sysutm for expenses associated with the Operation and

Maintenance, Navy (O&A,qN) account.

19



II. THE NAVY REPORTING SYSTEM FOR OPERATION AND MKI•nTMCE

A. THE O&M,N BUDGETARY ACCOUNT

Dollars included within the Operation and Maintenance,

Navy appropriation account provide for axpenses, or con-

sumption of resources, as opposed to investments which

are provided for in the procuramant appropriations.

O&M,N dollars buy an extremely broad range of resources

necessary for the day-to-day activities of the Navy. Exam-

ples of these resources include fuels (aircraft and ship

POL as well as gasoline and other types of fuel and lubri-

cants); food; transportation of both people and things;

many types of small equipment such as pumps, switchgear, and

compressors; office supplies necessary for administration;

repair and maintenance services; and civil service personnel

wages and benef 4 ts.

The basic breakdown by the Navy of this appropriation

for budgetary purposes is by FYDP Program. The applicable

programs zre as follows: Strategic Forces; General PuiL.:ose

Forces; Intelligence and Communications; Central Supply

and Maintenarce; Training, Medical, znd other Personnel

Activities; and Support of Other Nations. Each of these

programs is, In part, fundeu by this account.

Another way of classifying the obligations of the

O&M,N appropriation is by object classification. "Object

classification" is a term used to identify broad categories

20



of itms and servicns for which dollar resources are

obligated. An object class identifies broadly what types

of resources will be used, or what the dollar resources

will be obligated for. Every budgetary appropriation is

disaggregated into object classes.

An exawple of both program and object class breakdowns

is given in Appendix A, where an exaaple of the fiscal year

budget for O&M,N is exhibited.

In this study, the effect of inflation upon personnel

related obligations is not addressed. There are two reasons

for this. First, personnel compensaticu amd benefit changes

are directly legislated by Congress. Thus, although the

changes in compensation and benefits are a function of the

inflation within the economy, the changes are initiated by

political legislation. Secondly, the CBO expressed satis-

faction with their model's handling of these changes.

Therefore, only the material portion of the O&M,N

appropriation is addressed. The object classes were

alligned to coincide with the groupings used by the CBO.

These object classes, along with their appropriate groupings

are shown in Table 2-1 below. Detailed definitions are

given in Chapter III.

The groupings below account for approximately 80 per-

cent of the obligations included within O&M,N. It should

be noted that although personnel compensation and benefits

are not explicitly addressed in this study, nevertheless

21



Table 2-1

Classes of Material Expenditures

Utilities (Includes object classes Travel and Transportation
of Persons; Transportation of Things; Rent, Com-
munications, and DIilities; and Printing and
Reproduction)

Equipment
Supplies and Materials
Other Services

the object class Other Services does include to a large

extent wages and benefits of civilians.

The next section of this chapter briefly reviews the

Navy's reporting system for expenses associated with the

O&M,N account. The flow of information is traced from the

local activity to the Comptroller of the Navy.

B. THE NAVY REPORTING SYSTEM FOR OBLIGATIONS

The Navy reporting system is management oriented. The

system's purpose is to provide effective resource manage-

ment. As such, special attention is given to operating

budgets and the subsequent obligations made for operating

and maintaining activities. Project PRIME (Priority Manage-

ment Effort), begun on 1 July 1968, is a part of the Resource

Management System (RMS) instituted specifically for the

more efficient management of resources by operating

activities [Ref. 6].

Within this system, several reports are made to the

Naval Comptroller, originating at the local activity level.

22



The data, as it flowu from the local activity level, is

combined with similar data from other activities. This

pyramiding of data necessarily causs.s substantial loss of

detail.

One required report which is initiated at the local

activity level is the Functional Category/Expense Element

Report (Nay Compt Form 2171). This report is generated

monthly. Data for the report comes from the activity's

job order accounting system or *any other locally deszgned

method of organizing source documents." The purpose of

the report is to 'provide input for cost information systems

at the Departmental level.'2

Functional Categories, one brezkdcwn by which Nav Compt

Form 2171 allocates obligations, are used within the

Planning, Programming, and Budgeting System (PPBS) in order

to define why resources are being consumed. Functional

Categories are the first subordinate classification below

the FYDP program element. These are shown in Table 2-2.

Expense elements, also a classification of obligatioas

on Nay Compt Form 2171, identify the kinds of resources

being used.. ,They are what the obligation or outlay was

made for. Expense Elements are also shown in Table 2-2.

Department of Defense Instruction 7220.20 defines each

2 Reference 6, P. 202.
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Table 2-2

Naval Classification of Obligations
Functional Categories 3  Elements of Expense 4

1. Mission Operations 1. Military Personnel

2. Administration 2. Military Trainees

3. Supply Operations 3. Military Unassigned

4. Maintenance of Material 4. Civilian Personnel

5. Property Disposal 5. Travel of Personnel

6. Medical Operations 6. Transpottation of Tnings

7. Overseas Dependent Education 7. Utilities and Rents

8. Base Services 8. Communications

9.. Maintenance of Real Property 9. Purchased Equipment
Maintenance (Ir-a-DOD)

10. Utility Operations
10. Purchased Equipment

11. Other Engineering Support Maintenance (Commercial)

12. Minor Construction 11. Printing and Reproduction

13. Personnel Support 12. Other Purchased Services

13. Aircraft POL

14. Ship POL

15. Other Supplies

16. Equipment

17. Dther Expenses

18. Service Credits

3 Reference 6, P. 189.

4 Reference 10, Pp. 10,11.
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element of expense. Many are defined exactly as the object

classification, which by reference to Appendix A, their

names would imply. Others, however, such as Ship POL or

Aircraft POL are more narrowly defined than an object

class, but can be included within an object classification,

such as Supplies and Materials in the case of POL.

At the local level, Functional Category/Expense Elements

exe recorded for control and budgetary purposes on a form

such as CNET Form 7130/1 shown in Appendix A.

input data to Nay Compt Form 2171 is originated at a

cost center, such as a department or office, at the local

activity level. Here, a requisition form (job order) is

initiated for the purchase of an item or service. This

form contains information with regard to Element of Expense,

etc. The form flows to the activity =omptroller, and then

on to the accounting activity.

For example, a requisition initiated at a department of

the Naval Postgraduate school, is forewarded to the NPGS

comptroller office. The information is then forwarded to

the Naval Supply Center, Oakland, the accounting activity

for the Naval Postgraduate School.

At the accounting activity, the information is com-

puterized. Nav Compt Form 2171 is thus generated from the

requisition information, and is computerized output. Nay

Compt Form 2171 is then transmitte.i to the next higher

command or bureau, called the Functional Commander. (In

the- case of the Naval Postgraduate School, the report is

25



transmitted to the Chief of Naval Education and Training

(CNET)). This authority then consolidates all of its

inputs and forwards a report to its reporting senior,

generally the CNO Budget Office. Ultimately, a report is

filed with the Comptroller of the Navy. The reporting flow

is illustrated in Diagram 2-1.

The result of the pyramiding of data is necessarily the

loss of detail. Each local organization is considared by

the Navy to be a unique entity. Decisions above the local

level are made in terms of FYDP programs and functions, and

seldom in terms of elementt of expense. Therefore, for

effective control of dollar tesources, the specific items

which are purchased receive little or no attention above

the local level, but the funds themselves are strictly

observed and controlled. This means that the specific

goods and services for which obligations are incurred are

known only at the cost centers of Naval activities.

One report which is specifically by object classes is

made by higher commands, bureaus, and agencies to the Comp-

troller of the Navy. This report is called the Percentage

Report on Obligations (Nav Compt Form 225A), and is

included in Appendix A.

The 225A is an estimate in most cases, and according

to NAVCOMPTINST 7301.20C of 21 August 1974, "actual object

class obligations across all affected accounts is not

currently available." The Percentage Report on Obligations

by Object Class is made quarterly.
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Diagram 2-1

Reporting Flow of O&M,N ObligationS
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The implications of the reporting procedures and docu-

ments used is that there exists little firm data above the

local activity and cost center level from which a price

index can be composed. Dollar values of obligations are

known, but only for the broad categories called Elements

of Expense. The specific goods or services for which dollar

resources were obligated are very difficult to find, and

are only recorded as, for example, Equipment, rather than

a specific type of equipment.

Thus, in order to construct a specific index for opera-

tions and maintenance from raw data, one must access the

records of many cost centers within even a single operating

activity. However, this could prove valuable for an activity

for budgeting purposes since, at present, the effects of

inflation upon future obligations at the local level are not

estimated. For budgeting purposes, each local activity is

inclined to incorporate into their budget estimates an

arbitrary factor for inflation. If an appropriate index

and its projected values were made available to an operating

activity, one could expect improved budget estimates.

The next chapter discusses the development of such an

index, as it applies to this study.
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III. DEVELOPMENT OF THE INDICES

A. THE NATURE OF THE PRICE INDEX USED

The construction of a.composite price index is depen-

dent upon the question which the index is expected to

address. In this thesis, the question addressed is, 'Given

a budget constraint in some base year, o, what budget con-

straint is necessary in order to allow the same market

basket of goods and services to be obtained in year j as

was obtained in year o?" Therefore, the index formulation

which was chosen to obtain an approximation to the "true"

change in price levels was the Laspeyre Index.

The Laspeyre Index is formulated as:

Spjiqoi
1 100 1

oji Poiqoi

where:

is the price of the ith good or service in)I year j;

Po is the price of the ith good or service in
year o;

is the quantity of the ith good or service
purchased in year o.

Note that EPoiqoi is the total "market value" of a

combination of goods and services purchased in year o.
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Also, qoi may be written as qi, where this quantity

represents an amount of the ith item which was purchased in

an arbitrary year a. This qai may be interpreted as some

average quantity which was purchased in the given year. The

important thing is that the quantity measure the item's

relative importance within the market basket, and the year

that the item was purchased is therefore irrelevant.

One may re-write the Laspeyre Index in an algebraic

equivalent:

p.- oaSP.i" Poiqai
ioj = lO oi qai

01

This formulation is more operationally useful because it

is no longer necessary to multiply the price for an item

each year by its quantity. Rather, it is now possible to

concentrate on only the ratio of prices given in the two

years. The ratio of prices, called the "price relative"

of the ith good multiplied by 100 will be denoted r. * In

symbols:

r. = 100
1 Poi

The index may now be expressed:

E ripoiqai

I . 3
oj Poiq ai
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or written in longer notation:

rlPolqi + r 2 Po 2 qa 2  + riP.iq ai°J =ý r Poiqai + PIqa " +' Piqa +

Poiai4 ai oiai

Note that Pojq i is the ratio of the market value of
Soi qaithe ith item to the market value of the entire market basket

of goods and services. Therefore, this ratio may be taken

to represent the relative value of the ith good or service

within the market basket. This relative value will be

called the "weight", wi, of the ith item in the formulation.

Now the Lapeyre Index may be written as a sum of products

of price relatives with weights, or:

Io-' .; r i wi•
11

The purpose of this derivation is to show that the

direct usc of quantities, qjai need not be made in order

to form a useful index. It is necessary only to know the

relative importance of the ith item to the obligated

"market basket" value, and two prices, one for the base

year and oue for the year in question.

The next section discusses the data used for this

study.

B. THE DATA

In order to know the price behavior of some market

basket of gocci1 and services, the ideal approach would be
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to know the exact conposition of that market basket, and

thus the relative importance of each item or group of

items. Further, it would then be necessary to conduct

periodic sampling of pr.i.ces of the individual items, or

cross sectional statistical sampling cf the groups of items

within the market basket. In this way one may construct

an index with which to gauge the price behavior of the

specific group of goods and services in which he is

interested.

For a large number of items, however, it may not be

particularly desirable, or feasible, to construct such an

index. Considerable resources must be devoted to speci-

fying the exact nature of the items to be sampled. Further

resources must be devoted to the sampling of prices, either

item by item or cross-sectionally. Once this dat" is

collected, it must be stored, and used for the computations.

It was initially believed that such an index could be

constructed which was specifically representative of the

O&M,N account, using the procedures outlined above. It was

thought that data must be compiled and stored in an accessable

way somewhere in the Navy accounting system. At the minimum

then, ou.- could observe the specific items and the amounts

thereof which were purchased annually, appropriately group

the items, and thus arrive at a good approximation to the

relative importance of each group of goods or services

within an object class.
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By observing he behavior of the prices of these

groups over a period of several years, from data also stored

in the data files, it would thean be straight forward to

compose an index which truely represented each object

class and thus the complete O&M,N account.

However, as shown in Chapter II, no such centralized

data file exists. Therefore, the level of detail desirable

for constructing an object class inaex specific to an

account is simply not currently available above the local

level.

Nevertheless, the annual fiscal budget does publish

obligations by object class. Because of the reporting

procedures (NavCompt Form 225), these figur s are believed

to be reasonably reliable in the sense that they do repre-

sent estimates of the dollar amount of obligations for the

object class.

In this study, it thus became necessary to use that

data published in the fiscal budget for the object classi-

fications. As previously noted, object classifications are

extremely broad categories of commodities, and it was

necessary to di3aggregate the object classifications as

much as possible. Through disaggregation, more narrow

categories of commodities could be defined. Then commonly

available, published indices could be chosen to represent,

in effect, the price relatives of the categories.

The disaggregation of the object classifications into

subcategories was based upon that reported in Ref. 11. The
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disaggregation was done in a detailed study by the Research

Analysis Corporation's Economic Impact Staff. Within that

study, detailed data was available only for calendar year

1963, but the percent distributions of each of the more

narrow categories was found. The RAC study was able to

categorize and define the relative importance of the cate-

gories in terms of obligated dollars, and therefore obtain

a percent distribution for about seventy-five percent of

the account.

The next section discusses the methods and problems in

the selection of proxy indices and weights for the composi-

tion of composite price indices.

C. THE SELECTION OF PROXY INDICES AND WEIGHTS

There are two distinct approaches to the selection of

surrogate indices. If one knows the detailed composition

of the groups of goods and services, as well as their price

movements, then one can construct his own index based upon

the available data, as previously discussed. If for some

reason the data is no longer available, or if it is not

deemed desirable to maintain the index because of resource

availability, for example, then it may be necessary to find

a proxy index for use.

In this case, one may use the original index in choosing

the surrogate. He s mply needs to search out another from

such sources as the Bureau of Labor Statistics' Wholesale

Price Indices or Consumer Price Indices which graphically
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tracks closely and bears a logical relationship in composi-

tion to the original index. The next section will further

discuss the statistical comparison of indices and the

,riteria used in this thesis.

The second approach to the selection of surrogate indices

is on the basis of the index's name. This is a coimmnly

used method in which the name of the published index is

compared with the name of the item or the group of items

for which one wishes to find a proxy. A pitfall exists

here in that the proxy index may bot be representative of

the items at all.

Frc example, the Wholesale Price Index General Purpose

Machinery and Equipment, 11-4, might be used to represent

the object class Equipvwnt. The major components of this

index, along with their weights in the WPI are shown in

Table 3-1.

For comparison purposes, the CBO model used the Implicit

Price Deflator - Investment, Producers Durable Equipment

as their proxy for the object class Equipment. This index

represents "all types of machinery, transportation equip-

ment (automobiles, trucks, etc.), furniture and fixtures,

engines and turbines, instruments, and other equipment." 5

Although both indices represent types of equipment,

clearly they represent different definitions of equipm-=nt.

5 Survey of Current Business, P. 109, October 1969.
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Table 3-1

Composition of General Purpose Machinery and Equipment 6

BLS CODE COMPOSITION WPI WEIGHT

1141 Pumps, compressors, and equipment
pumps such as reciprocating
pumps, air compressors, gas
compressora 0.200

1142 Elevators and escalators 0.066

1143 Fluid power equipment such as
fluid power pumps, cylinders,
fluid power hose and tube
fittings 0.112

1144 Industrial material handling
equipment such as conveying
equipment, material handling
trucks, hoists, and cranes 0.301

1145 Mechanical power transmission
equipment 0.228

1146 Scales and balancss 0.024

1147 Fans and blowers, except portable,
such as centrifugal blower,
propeller fan, attic fan 0.097

1148 Miscellaneous general purpose
equipment such as valves and
fittings, ball and roller
bearings, plane bearings 0.669

Source: "Wholesale Prices and Price Indexes Supplement
1975, Data for 1974;" U.S. Department of
Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics.

6The weight figures are percentages of the total WPI
which represents the value of commodities in the index plus
the imputed value of unpriced commodities assumed to have
price movements similar to those of the priced items.
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Producers Durable Equipment includes many more types of

equipment than does WPI 11-4, and is much more representative

of items accounted for in the object class, according to

its definition. However, 11-4 would appear to represent

a subset of goods represented by 'Producers Durable Equipment

and therefore the indices may move approximately the same.

As shown in Graph 3-1 however, the two indices diverge

rather markedly. From 1965 to 1973, the rates of change of

the two are clearly not the same. The rate of growth of

WPI 11-4 is about 4 percent per year for this period while

the rate of growth of Producers Durable Equipment averages

about 2.8 percent per annum. Prom 1973 to 1975, the growth

rates are even more different, with WPI 11-4 growing at a

rate of about 18.5 percent per annum and Producers Durable

Equipment growing at about 11.5 percent per year.

This example illustrates that one must be careful when

choosing a proxy index based upon the name of the index.

Even though the names may be the same, or similar, there

is no guarantee that the surrogate is a representative

one.

This example further illustrates that, because of th=

large number of goods and services which may be accounted

for by a particular object class, it is also necessary to

find, or compose, an index which represents as many of the

items as possible.

The relative importance, or weight, of a category of

goods and services must also be carefully chosen in the
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construction of a composite index. Au an illustration,

suppose some category of commodities can be represented by

the WPI indices General Purpose Machinery, 11-4, and Motor

Vehicles and Equipment, 14-1. The relative importance

of each of the two subcategories will affect the behavior

of the composite index over time. For example, if the two

sets of weights given in Table 3-2 are applied in the con-

struction of the composite index, the resultant indices

are somewhat different, as shown in Graph 3-2. The average

annual rate of increase of Index A from 1965 to 1973 is

3.2 percent while that of index B is about 4 percent per

annum. However, during the two years 1974 and 1975, the

annual average rates of increase were about 14.6 percent

for index A and 16.6 percent for index B. In the first
case, an annual average growth rate differential exists of

only about 0.8 percent, but over a relatively long period

of time. In the second case, a 2 percent differential exists

over a much shorter period of time, and in an extremely

high inflationary period.

Table 3-2

Compared Indices

WEIGHTS FOR THE
WHOLESALE PRICE COMPOSITE INDICES
INDEX ELEMENTS A B

11-4 General Purpose Machinery .5 .75

14-1 Motor Vehicles and Equipment .5 .25
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It should be further noted that the sensitivity of the

composite index to the weights is dependent upon the

component indices. If the component indices track quite

differently over the period, the effect of the weight

sensitivity is magnified in the resulting composite index.

D. METHODOLOGY AND ASSUMPTIONS

In the computation of the indices for each object

classification, it was assumed that the price paid by the

government for each good or service purchased changed at

the same rate as that price paid by private industry or the

consumer. While it is not clear that changes in prices

occur at the same rates for bo'.h the government and private

sector, most of the goods and services purchased through

the O&M,N account are used for the day to day activities

related to operation and maintenance. Examples are fuels,

vehicles, office supplies, electricity, etc. As such,

these goods and services, except for possibly stricter

government specifications for items even as trivial as

government pens, have counterparts commnonly available on the

private market. Therefore, even though the absolute prices

which the government pays for these goods and services may

differ from those paid by private industry because of volume

purchases or strict specifications, the relative changes in

prices should be comparable.

Therefore, for each subgroup of goods or services within

an object class, an iidex was chosen from commonly available
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sources such as the Wholesale Price Indexes or the Consumer

Price Indices to serve as a proxy. Although considerable

judgment is required in the choice of a proxy index, and

there are pitfalls, this choice was made through a compari-

son of the types of products rapresented by the index

with the types of products within the subgroup. Where an

obvious surrogate does not exist for the product, as in the

case of Books and Maps, then an index was chosen which

represents the price changes for one or more components of

the subgroup, in this casc Paper. In one case (Ordnance

and Accessories), an index was built to represent the

subgroup from other indices which represented inputs to the

subgroup.

As was previously noted, the weights for each subgroup

were based upon those found in the RAC study. As shown in

Table 3-3, the relative importance of each object class

within the O&M,N account differs from that found in the

RAC study. Most of this difference, however, would appear

to be within the jbject class Other Services, although the

relative importance of each object class within the Lccount

varies from year to year.

Obligation of funds patterns have changed from year to

year within the O&M,N account as shown in Table 3-3. There-

fore, the relative importance, or weight, of each object

classification has shifted. In order to develop an index

which might be representative of the account as a whole,

4l 1975 was chosen as the year in which the representative



Table 3-3

Object Classes as Percentage of adjusted O&MN Account

YEAR EQUIPMENT UTILITIES SUPPLIES OTHER SERVICES
AND

MATERIALS

1965 1.58% 12.23% 32.46% 53.74%

1966 2.16 13.10 27.29 57.42

1967 1.70 15.45 27.52 55.32

1968 1.84 15.70 24.91 57.54

1969 1.28 14.87 24.70 59.16

1970 0.89 14.69 22.58 63.56

1971 0.82 13.04 23.78 60.63

1972 0.75 13.39 21.75 64.08

1973 0.79 13.94 19.49 65.78

1974 0.62 11.30 18.36 69.72

1975 0.30 11.64 23.29 64.77

Arithmetic Average:

1.19% 13.59% 24.19% 61.02%

RAC Weights:

0.60% 23.10% 25.80% 27.70%

Unallocated Obligations: 23.8%

S(urce: RAC weights from Reference 11. Other weights
were computed from data presented in Reference
3, adjusting the account to exclude explicit
civilian pay and benefits.
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market basket was purchased, or funds obligated. Thus,

although the relative importance of each subgroup which

.composed the object class did not change, as based on 1963

weights, in the aggrsgate, the object class we.i.ghts were

changed. This implicitly he-defines the relative importance

of each subgroup, as related to the account as a whole.

A composite index for each object class was subsequently

constructed assuming that the relative importance of each

subgroup within the object class did not change from that

of 1963. The composite index was then adjusted, or re-

scaled, to the base year 1965. These operations are repre-

sented mathematically as:

I65,j =riwi

-65,j 5,3 1/165,65

where j = 1965, 1966, ... , 1975.

Two problems are inherent in this procedure. One,

the RAC study was unable to account for, or classify 23.8

percent of the obligated funds within the account. As may

be noted from Table 3-3, the average percentages of each

object class differ from the RAC percentages. This is to

be expected, to some extert. However, it appears that a

large portion of the u.aaccounted for funds would fall

within the object class Other Services.
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The second problem is that the change in the relative

importance of each subgroup within an object class could

not be measured, although some evidence exists to indicate

that a shift has occurred. This is shown by the large pro-

portion of funds obl.igated for fuels in 1975. Although

Fuels accounted for 69% of the object class Supplies =nd

Materials in 1963, or 17.8% of O&M,N, recent figures indi-

cate that Fuels accounted for approximately 55% of the object

class in 1975 and 12.9% of the O&M,N obligations, This

data is shown in Table 3-4. Since the price of fuel has

risen in recent years at a high rate, re-weighting this

subgroup to 12.9% may tend to bias the index downward. In

order to be conservative in the estimation of the Supplies

and Materials index, the subgroup Fuels was re-weighted

to 12.9%.

Table 3-4

Obligations of Funds for Fuels in the O&MN Account for 1975

TYPEI FUEL DOLLARS OBLIGATED BARRELS

Aircraft $.329,369,000 21,751,000

Ship $352,241,000 23,908.,000

Vehicle $ 8,213,000 507,000

Other $ 68,446,000 5,081,000

Total $758,269,000 51,247,000

Source: Office of the Naval Comptroller, washington, D.C.
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Once the indices were computed, they were then con-

pared with those used by the CBO. This co'parison necessi-

tated the establishment of scme criterion for equivalence.

There are two general characteristics of the indices

upon which to base a comparison. First, the two indices

should be representative of the same general group of

commodities. That is, the two indices must bear some

logical relationship. Secondly, since indices may be

normalized to a given base period, the rate of increase

of the index over the period becomes important in the com-

parison, rather than the absolute value of the index.

Thus it is the rates of increase of the two indices which

must be compared.

In order to establish that the rates of increase of

the indices were similar, two basic functional forms were

specified for the data. The first form specified the value

of the index as a function of time. The second specified

one index as a function of another. In general, these two

forms are:

INDEX = f(TIME)

INDEX 1 = f(INDEX 2)

Those mathematical models used are given in Table 3-5.

The parameters were estimated by linear regression tech-

niques. Further discussion of the models a." well as the
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Table 3-5

Models for Comparison of Indices

MODEL STATISTICAL
- HYPOTHESIS

1. Index It - a + bxIndex 2t + errort b = 1

2. Index i = b xIndex 2t + errort b - 1

Note: To force this line through the point
(100,100), the equivalent model is:
Index 1t = 100(1-b) +bxIndex 2t + errort.

3. Indext = exp(a + bi xTimet + errort) b1 = b 2

4. Indext = 100 exp(bi xTime + errort) b = bt t t 1 2

where: t = 1,2,..., number of data points
i = 1,2

appropriate statistical tests for the comparison of the

indices may be found in Appendix B.

The next chapter presents those indices computed, and

the comparison of the indices with those used by the CBO.
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IV. THE INDICES AND THEIR COMPARISON
WITH THOSE USED BY THE CBO

In this chapter annual average indices for the period

1965-1975 are presented for each of the four object classi-

fications. The weights and proxy indices used to calculate

the indices are shown. Then the behavior of each index is

compared with that proxy index used by the CBO, and, where

possible, another index which is logically related to the

composite index. The tracks of the indices over this period

were described by linear regression, and hypothesis tests

conducted in order to help determine the statistical equiva-

lence of the indices. The results of the regressions and

hypothesis tests are presented in Appendix B.

The calculated indices are given in Table 4-1, along

with those indices used by the, CBO and other possible

proxy indices for each object class.

A. EQUIPMENT

This object class is defined as "personal property of

a more or less durable nature - that is, which may be

expected to have a period of service of a year or more

after put into use without material impairment of its

physical condition. It includes charges for services in

connection with initial installation of equipment when

performed under contract. It excludes commodities which

are converted in the process of construction or manufacture,
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Table 4-1

Possible Indices Applicable to the O&M,N Account 1

CALCULATED INDEX Supplies
and Other

OBJECT CLASS: Equipment Utilities Materials Services
Supplies

INDEX NAME: Equipment Utilities and Other
Materials Services

YEAR

1965 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
1966 102.2 101.2 103.6 102.3
1967 105.0 102.4 105.7 105.8
1968 107.8 103.6 105.2 111.5
1969 110.6 108.3(100.0) 107.8 117.1
1970 115.3 115.5(106.9) 110.3 124.4
1971 120.1 122.6(115.2) 115.5 134.5
1972 122.6 127.4(119.5) 118.6 142.4
1973 125.7 131.0(123.0) 137.9 150.4
1974 141.4 145.3(137.1) 210.8 164.4
1975 161.0 160.0(152.0) 230.6 201.3

CBO INDEX
IMPD , . ** ** **

INDEX NAME Equipment PXP PXP PXP

YEAR

1965 100.0 100.0 Same Same
1966 102.0 103.1
1967 1Z5.2 105.9
1968 107.6 110.2
1969 110.9 115.7(100.0)
1970 115.7 121.1(104.6)
1971 119.8 126.6(109.4)
1972 121.7 131.1(133.3)
1973 125.1 138.6(119.8)
1974 137.8 152.8(132.0)
1975 155.4 166.6(143.9)

* Implicit Price Deflator - Investment, Producers
Durable Equipment

** Price of Gross Product For All Private Industry

'Numbers in parentheses for the computed Utilities indices
are computed from all given indices plus the Freight Rate
Index, which was not available prior to 1969. PXP is normalized
to base year 1969 in parentheses for comparison.
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Table 4-1f (Continued)

PROXY, INDEX
Supplies

and Other
OBJECT CLASS: Equipment Utilities Materials Services

GNP Deflator CPI Fuel GNP Deflator
INDEX NAME: Services and Coal Structures

YEAR

1965 100.0 100.0 100.0
1966 103.4 102.4 103.4
196- 107.5 105.7 107.3
'- 68 113.1 108.9 112.5
1969 119.0 111.6 121.6
1970 126.9 116.4 129.7
1971 135.1 124.2 138.4
1972 142.6 125.2 146.4
1973 150.4 143.8 159.8
1974 163.3 226.8 184.8
1975 175.2 248.7 203.8
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or which are used to form a minor part of eqjuipment or

fixed property* [Ref. 71.

Examples of types of equipment in this object class

are: transportation equipment; furniture, furnishings,

and fixtures; books for permanent collections; implements

and tools; machinery such as engines, generators, pumps,

transformers, and ship equipment; instruments and apparatus

such as surgical instruments, telephone and telegraph

eq•i•ument, and electric equipment; armaments such as tanks,

machine guna, submarine mine equipment, and many others.

Since the Navy does not have tanks or many machine

guns, these items are of no concern. However, items such

as submarine mine equipment must bie ignored here due to the

lack of a suitable index or weigkhts. This is reasonable

because various weapons are generally accounted for under

procurement accounts.

The subgroups, their weights within the O&M,N account

and the indices chosen to form the composite equipment index

are shown in Table 4-2 below.

The indices shown in Table 4-2 do not represent the

entire definition of items which fall into the object

class Equipment. However, they do appear to represent the

general class of items in the subgroups for which weights

a•e available. The major items which are not represented

are furniture and armaments.
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Table 4-2

C2 Mpnents of Equipment

WEIGHT SUBGROUP SOURCE INDEX TITLE

0.017 Comuunications and Indust- WPI Electrical
rial Machines, Equipment Machinery and
and Supplies Equipment 11-7

0.013 Vehicles and Equipment WPI motor Vehicles
and Equipment
14-1

0.009 Medical, Dental and WPI Other Specialized
Veterinary Equipment Machinery 11-6

0.006 Federal Government Mach- WPI General Purpose
inery, Excluding Electrilc Machinery 11-4

Note: Weights and basic subgroups from Ref. 11

One component index, WPI .L-6, Other Specialized

Machinery, undoubtedly bears the least resemblance to those

items which it is a proxy for of any in Table 4-2. Although

the word "Specialized" is in the name, this index is repre-

senta-ti.ve of equipment used in specialized industries such

as the woodworking industry, food products industry, - d

chemical industry. Therefore, although this machinery is

in some sense specialized, it is not clear that WPI 11-6

truly represents the subgroup Medical, Dental, and Veterinary

Equipment. The index wcs chosen by the R•C study, and a

better one does not appear to exist. Therefore, the index

WPI 11-6 was used in the composite index with some

reservati on.
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The index used for the CBO model to represent the object

class is the Implicit Price Deflator - Investment, Producers

Durable Equipment. As stated in Chapter II, this index

represents "all types of machinery, transportation equip-

ment (automobiles, trucks, etc.), furniture and fixtures,

engines and turbines, instruments, and other equipment."

This index also appears to represent those items within

the object class well. In this index, furniture is in-

cluded, but electrical equipment, especially, appears to

ha Te little representation.

As shown in Graph 4-1, the two indices track very

closely until 1971, being within 0.5 of each other. After

1971, the GNTP deflator tracks slightly lower, growing at

a slower rate. The composite equipment index appears to

accelerate in the 1973-1974 period at a slightly faster

pace than the GNP deflator. As shown, this change in the

rates of growth, during a relatively high inflation period,

has caused the two indices to separate. The 1974 annual

average indices differ by 3.6 percent and the 1975 indices

differ by 5.6 percent for a 1965 base year.

The weights for 'PI 11-6 and WPI 11-4, Other Specialized

Machinery and General Purpose Machinery, although smaller

than the other two, are sufficient to have caused the

separation in tracks of the GNP deflator and the composite

equipment index. This is because WPI 11-4 and 11-6 are

increasing more rapidly over the period than are Electrical
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Machinery and Equipment, WPI 11-7, and Motor Vehicles and

Equipment, WPI 14-1.

The results of the regressions for those mathematical

models given above in Table 3-5 are presented in Appendix

B. The tests of the hypothesis that the calculated index

and the implicit price daflator have the same annual rate

of increase was accepted for all models except one. Model

2 of Table 3-5 did not accept the hypothesis that the in-

dices were the same. Graph 4-1 shows that both indices

follow approximately a linear track until about 1973, ard

that the separation in tracks occurred mainly during the

period 1973-1975. Further analysis was carried out for

that period.

The tracks of the two indices are shown in Graph 4-2

for the period 1973-1975. The two tracks appear to have

approximately the same form over this period, but their

separation does become apparent. The data from this period

was used to fit all of the mathematical models. Those

results are given in Appendix B. Again, all models accepted

the hypothesis that the rates of increase are the same

except for Model 2. The results of Model 2 are shown in

Graph 4-3. Further, the hypothesis that the two indices

are the same using Model 1 is accepted only above thie 0.05

level for this period, indicating that this moaQ& 'ould

also reject the hypothesis at the 0.01 level. Therefore, it

can not be concluded with certainty that the two indices
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increased at the same rate over the high inflation period

of 1973-1975.

B. UTILITIES

The object class Utilities was consolidated in the CBO

model to include the object classes Transportation of

Persons; Transportation of Things; Rent, Communications,

and Utilities; and Printing and Reproduction.

Transportation of Persons is defined [Ref. 7] to include

the "transportation of Government employees and others,

their per diem allowances ... , and other expenses incident

to travel." Transportation of Things is defined as "con-

tractual charges for the transportation of things .... It

inclules postage and parcel cost, rental of trucks and other

transportation equipment, and reimbursements to Government

personnel for the authorized movement of household effects

or house trailers." Rents include charges for "possession

and use of land, structures, or equipment (other than trans-

portation equipment)." Comunication services include

contractual charges for "land, telegraph service, telephone

and teletype services ... ; switchboard and service charges

and telephone installation costs." Utility services in-

cludes "charges for heat, light, power, water, gas, elec-

tricity ... Printing and reproduction includes "job work

done on printing presses which utilize printers' type plates,

or engraving; lithographing; ... mimeographing, binding,

photostating, blueprinting, and photography, and microfilming."
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The subgroups, their weights within the O&M,N account,

and the proxy indices chosen are shown in Table 4-3.

Table 4-3

Components of Utilities

WEIGHT SUBGROUP SOURCE INDEX TITLE

0.033 Air and Air Private CPI Air Fares

Carriers

0.024 Water WPI Freight Rate Index

0.014 Transportation CPI Public Transportation
Service

0.020 Telephone and CPI Telephone
Telegraph

0.014 Electric Companies WPI Electric Power 05-4
and Systems

0.010 Communications WPI Switchgear, Switch-
Service board 11-75

The Freight Rate Index did not exist prior to 1969.

Therefore, two sets of indices were calculated. These are

shown in Table 4-1. One index, which had the Freight Rate

index as a component, was calculated for the period 1969

to 1975. The other, which excluded it, was calculated for

the entire period. These indices are shown in Graph 4-4.

The two composite indices were tested for their eqaiva-

lence using three of the mathematical models for the period

1973-1975. Monthly data was used. The results are shown

in Appendix B. The hypotheses that the two indices were

equivalent could not be accepted using any of the three

models at the 0.05 lev--!. Therefore, it must be concluded
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that the rates of increase of the two composite indices

differ for this period. Graphical results for Model 2

are shown in Graph 4-5.

Although it was desirable to include the Freight Rate

Index as a component of the Utilities index, the index

which excluded it was used in the calculation of tae com-

posite O&M,N index in.order to cover the en.ire period.

The O&M,N index may be further downward biased by this.

The CBO has used the GNP deflator Price of Gross

Product for All Private Industry, PXP, as a proxy index for

modeling inflation for this object class. PXP and the

composite Utilities index are shown in Graph 4-6. The

Utilities composite index, which does not include the Freight

Rate Index as a component, tracks consistently lower than

PXP because of the great divergence in the tracks during

the period 1965-1968. Thereafter, however, the rates of

increase of the two indices do appear to be similar.

Comparing the composite Utilities index with PXP by

using each of the mathematical models indicates that their

rates of increase over the period 1965-1975 are indeed the

same. Those results are presented in Appendix B. The

hypothesis of equivalent rates of increase was accepted

for each model.

A problem exists with the Price of Gross Product index,

however, in that it is no longer published. Therefore,

alternatives to it which might track closely with the

composite Utilities index and bear some logical relation
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to the types of goods and services represented by the

object class were exaxined. The closest found was the GNP

deflator for Services.

A compariaon was made between the GNP d flator for

Services and the Utilities index for the period 1965-1975.

How-,rver, as shown in Appendix B, the hypotheses that the

• ates of increase are the same could not be accepted for

any of the four models.

A further comparison was made between the Utilities

index which had the Freight Rate Index as a component and

the GNP deflator for Services. The data was for the period

1973-1975. The Utilities index was averaged for each

quarter of that period because the GNP deflator is published

as a quarterly index.

The tracks of the two indices are shown in Graph 4-7

for the 1973-1975 period. The mathematical models were

-used and, as one would expect from Graph 4-7, none of the

hypotheses could be accepted. The results of the tests

are included in Appendix B.

C. OTHER SERVICES

This object class accounts for contractual services

not otherwise classified in the budget. It includes some

supplies and materials which are furnished by a contractor.

Examples are: repair and alterations of buildings, bridges,

vessels, equipment, etc; maintenance of vehicles; steno-

graphic services; advertising; operation of facilities;
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research and development nontrars, a:ud contractual care

for subsistence and lodging of persons [Ref. 71. It

should again be noted that this object cl;as implicitly

includes wages and benefits for civil:.ans.

The subgroups, their weights within the O&M,N account,

and tne proxy indices chosen are shown in Table 4-4 below.

Table 4-4

Components of Other Services

WEIGHT SUBGROUP SOURCE INDEX TITLE

0.093 Maintenance and CPI Auto Repairs

Repair Equipment

0.099 Equipment Repair WPI Railroad Equipment
and Maintenance 14-4

0.070 Operation and CPI Maintenance and
Maintenance of Repair of Housing
Government
Facilities

0.094 Modification, Survey Engineering News-
Alteration, and of Record, Building
Rebuilding; Current
Architectural, Business
Engineering,
and Technical
Repair Service

The most notable category of expense not accounted for

here explicitly is the repair and alteration of vessels.

For this object class, the CBO has agair used the index

Price of Gross Product for All Private Industry, PXP. As

shown in Graph 4-0, PXP increares at a lower rate over the

entire period of 1965-1975. Its average annual rate of
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increase from 1965 to 1973 is 4.2%, as compared to the

tailored index's average annual rate of increase of 5.2%.

From 1973 to 1975 PXP, increases at an annual average rate

of 9.6% while the tailored index increases at an annual

average rate of 15A8%.

Tests of the hypotheses of equivalence from the results

of each of the models, as would be expected. rejected the

hypotheses. These results are presented in Appendix B.

As an alternati-e to PXP, "_he index which appeazed

to bear the closest logical resemblance, and also track

the closest to the tailored Other Services index was the

GNP deflator for Structures. This index is also shown in

Graph 4-8.

The mathematical models were used to compare the Other

Services index and the GNP deflator for Structures. Tests

of the hypotheses for equivalence of the indices were done,

and the hypotheses were accepted for each of the models

except Model 2. Examination of the data shows that Model

2 is sensitive to the rather large difference in values of

the indices from 1973 to 1974. Further, it should be pointed

out that Model 1 only marginally accepted the hypothesis

at the 0.05 level.

These results are therefore ambiguous, and it cannot

be concluded that the GNP deflator and the Other Services

index are indeed similar in their rates of increase for

this period.
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D. SUPPLIES AND MATERIALS

This object class "comprises all commodities whether

acquired by formal contract or other form of purchase,

(a) which are ordinarily consumed or expended within one

year after they are put into use, or (b) which are converted

in the process of construction or manufacture, or (c) which

are used to form a minor part of equipment or fixed property"

[Ref. 7].

Examples include: office supplies; chemicals; surgical

and medical supplies; subscriptions to publications; tuels;

clothing, provisions; cleaning supplies; ammunition and

explosives; construction, repair, or production materials.

The subgroups, their weights within the O&M,N account,

and the proxy indices chosen are shown in Table 4-5.

Table 4-5

Components of Supplies and Materials

WEIGHT SUBGROUP SOURCE INDEX TITLE

0.129 Fuel, Lubricating WPI Petroleum Products,
Oils and Wax Refined 05-7

0.024 Subsistence WPI Farm Products and Pro-
cesred Foods and Feeds

0.03.6 Training Aids CPI Reading Recreation

0.006 Tires and Tubes WPI Tires 07-00

0.006 Containers and WPI Pulp, Paper, and
Packaging Allied Products 09-00

0. 06 Books, Maps, etc. WPI Paper 09-13

0.020 Ordnance and WPI Explosives 06-79
Accessories Small Arms 15-13

Finished Steel 10-13
Ordnance and Munitions
Labor
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Ordnance and Accessories is a composite index of the

three WPI indices used. The weights and indices are similar

to those recommenda.d by the Office of the Secretary of

Defense for ordnance procurement [Ref. 1]. The weights

used in forming the index were 0.5 for labor and 0.5 for

material. The material portion of the index was formed

with weights 0.6, 0.2, 0.2, respectively.

Since this object class includes fuels, the constructed

index shows an extremely high rate of increase from 1973

to 1975. The volatility of the index is evident because

of the relatively large weight for fuel.

In 1975, Fuels accounted for approximately 12.9% of

O&M,N. Replacing the RAC weight (0.178) by 0.129 produced

only a slight change in the values of the composite index

for the years 1965 to 1973, but the values were reduced

by about 6 points in 1974 and 1975. This was because of

the large increase in the WPI Faels Index (05-7) to values

well over 200 in these two years, far greater than the other

indices used to form the index. Therefore, the sensitivity

to the weight used for fuel becomes apparent.

Again the CBO used the deflator, Price of Gross Product

for all Private Industry, PXP, as its measure of inflation

for Supplies and Materials. As shown in Graph 4-9, the

disparity in the tracks of the two indices is extreme. In

the years following 1972, PXP does not increase even com-

parably to the increase shown in the tailored index. By
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1975 the difference in values is 86,7 points. Obviously,

PXP did not reflect well the fuel crisis.

An alternative index which more closely approximated

the path of the Supplies and Materials tailored index was

the CPI component Fuel Oil and Coal. As shown in Graph 4-9,

tho CPI component may overestimate inflation for Supplies

and •katerials after 1967. From 1965 to 1972, the average

annual rate of increase of the CPI component is 3.3% and

that of the tailored index is 2.5%. From 1972 to 1975,

the CPI component increased at the average rate of 27.4%

per annum while the tailored index rose at the rate of

26.2% per annum.

Both the CPI component and the tailored index reflect

the huge price increases in fuel after 1972. This is to

be expected. However, the tailored Index does behave in a

more moderate fashion because of the other non-fuel related

indices which compose it. All components of the tailored

index showed ma-rked increases after 1972 except for the

CPI component Reading and Recreation which was used as a

proxy for Training Aids.

Tests of hypotheses for the equivalence of the Supplies

and Materials index and the CPI component are presented in

Appendix B. The hypotheses were accepted for each model

except Model 2. The results for Model 2 are shown in

Graph 4-10.
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E. OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE, NAVY

Composite indices were computed for the O&M,N account

using those indices developed for each of the object

classes. In addition, those proxy indices used by the CBO

were combined to form an index which may be representative

of the inflation experienced by the account. This index

may be called CBO.

Another index vas formed using the other proxy indices.

That index may be called Other Proxy. Since another proxy

index was not compared for the object class Equipment, and

it is believed that the Implicit Price Deflator for

Equiptaent may represent the inflation of that object class

reasonably well, this index was used in the computation of

the Other Proxy index.

The results of these calculations are shown in Table

4-5 for the 1965-1975 period.

Table 4-6

Possible Indices for the O&M,N Account

O&M,N CBO OTHER PROXY

100.0 100.0 100.0
102.5 103.1 103.2
105.3 105.9 106.9
108.9 110.2 111.6
113.6 115.7 118.8
119.8 -21.1 126.0
128.3 126.6 134.4
134.5 131.1 140.5
144.6 138.6 154.5
173.2 152.8 191.2
205.7 166.6 211.2
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As Grap-h 4-11 shows, the CBO Index tracks fairly well

with the O&M,N index until 1970, and increases at a lower

rate thereafter. By 1975, there is a large difference in

the values of the indices.

The Other Proxy index, on the other hand, is of

approximately the same form over the entire period, but

tracks above the O&M,N index.

The mathematical models were again used to estimate the

rates of increase of each index, and those results are

shown in Appendix B.

For each of the models, the hypothesis that the rates

of increase for the O&M,N index and CBO index were the

same could not be accepted. The data indicates that this

is probably because of the extreme difference in the

behavior of the two indices over the high inflation period

of 1972-1975.

The statistical comparison of the O&M,N index and Other

Proxy index was divided in the results. The linear models,

which regressed one index upon the other, each rejected the

hypothesis that the indices were the same. However, the

exponential models, which regressed the indices on ordinal

time, each accepted the hypothesis.

F. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Thij study has presented three possible sets of indices

for the eleven year period 1965-1975 which may measure the

inflation that has occurred within the Operation and
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Maintenance, Navy budgetary account, excluding personnel

compensation and benefits. There exists uncertainty that

any two of the three are the same in their statistical

rates of increase. This applies, in general, to the object

classifications as well as the material portion of the

account as a whole.

However, the O&M,N index was constructed through the

dissaggregation of the O&M,N account into object classifica-

tions, and further into subgroups. If the O&M,N index,

constructed in this thesis, does approximate the "true"

index for the account, then, as shown in Tables 4-1 and

4-6, the indices used by the Congressional Budget Office

have substantially underestimateu the effects of inflation

upon the O&M,N account.

It is recommended that the components of the O&M,N

index be used in the CBO's Five Year Projections for the

O&M,N account. However, because of the number of indices

used to form the components of that index, it may be more

practical to use the components of the Other Proxy index.

These components are logically relat.ed to the goods and

services within each object class. Although not proven

statistically the same in all cases, the Other Proxy index

does track much closer to the O&M,N index than the CBO

index. Comparison of the components of the O&M,N index

with other available indices is an area for further

research, in that the Other Proxy index could possibly be

improved to statistically match the computed O&M,N index.
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APPENDIX A

OPWL&M AnM MADM CANCZ, NAVY

Fr expemms, not otherwise provided for necssry for the opus-
tim ad maintenance of the Navy and the M'auli Corps, a author-
ised by law; and not to exceed M3,707,000] $4,09,000 cm be used
for emergencies sad extraordinary expeas, asauthoried by aes-
tios T202 of title 10, United States Code, to be xpended on the
approval or authority of the Secretary of the Navy, and toyme
may be made on his certificate of necessity for confiden military
purposes: ES7.151.175.0003 *,350,000.000 of which not less than
gS23,O00,O00W] *t.000,000 shall be available only f or the mainte-
nance of real property fCacilities: Provi&d, That of the total amount
of this approriation made available for the alteration, overhaul, and
repair of naval vessels, not more than $1,130,000,000 shall be avail-
able for the performance of such work in Navy shipyards] facilities,

in "dditis, *64,000.000 for 1ipidatiom of contract Aahorit in
"Operation and maintenance, .Vm',r' for fiscal par 1971.

Fov "Opera~ia and mainenance, .ary" for the period Jldy 1, 1978,
hrough Septemtber 30. 1976, $;%Z34.500,000 of w 4ik , C t, eMte
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7361-5, 7391-1, 7394-6, 74V1, 74S3t 7671 7680. 54 U.S.C. 14", 16.,

14., 37; 31 U.S.C. t55, 104, 715k; ,3 U.S.C. 367; 37 U.S.C. 404;
3.9 U.S.C. 406, f601, 3208; 44 U.SC. 1321; Department of Def#Rse
Appropriation Acd, 1976.)
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A •,.,. ,,u of •.d sd, et iW....... $10.0.4 $11.196 111.621
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
O$"•r o$" ,'nE COM5P=T!4C:•LZR

WCONIPTIM 7301.20C

~~~V~~~~?~ INCI?70 C1 AUG W74?AVC•tWT INSTUCOM 7301.20C

From: Coatro llr of the Navy

Subj: Report on obligations by object class; revised procedures for

Ref: (a) NavCcupt a.anual, Vol. 2, Chapter 6, Part A
(b) Treasury Department Circular No. 1073, Procedures femorandum

No. 1
(c) NavComt a.anual, Vol. 2, Chapter 2, Part C

Encl: (1) Percentage Report on Obligations (NavCczpt Form 225A)
(2) Report on Obligations (Standard Form 225)

1. ?uase. To provide for automated monthly report of obligations

incurred by object class as defined in reference (a) against unexpired
appropriation accounts, including certaim other related transactions and
balances.

?. Cx-,-&I•iiq. 9AVC7n!WrTNST 7in3.20B of 18 Dnw 19C.' is cancolod.

3. Background

a. Authori°v. The subject reporting requirement has been imposed by
the Treasury Depaxtrtent on all agencies of the Federal Government. Howevtr,
reference (b) states:

"it is intended that this report be prepared with minimal burden
to the agencies, ma•xiz-ng the use of existing records end procedures.
The installation of new for--al records for the purpose of this repco-r is
not ccntep-'lated. Agency " i:z-a~s are expected. in determining the dis-
tribution of cbligation-s by cb~ect class, to use whatever prac-tical
approach will result in a reasonably accurate breakdown for reporting on

a most timely basis.0

b. Policy. 'deally, actual accounting system data should be used to
report object class oL'>.gations. However, the full display of actual object
class obligations acrosi all affected accounts is not currently available.
Consequently, the Navy will cont-inue to prepare -he reports on an estimated
basis from the best available inf=. a=_o'n. Responsible offices are relieved
of the monthly SF 225 report.Lng requirement, and will instead, submit
qTarterly Percentage Report on Obligaticns by Object Class (NavCozpt Form
225A) reports.
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c. Rasponsibility. NaVComt. For= 225A, attached. as enclosure (I), vill
be prepared at least quarterly for each account by the responsible office
designated in reference (c). Based on these reports, the Comptroller of the
Navy (Financial Control Division (NCB3)) will prepare a monthly Standard
Form 22S, attached as enclosure (2), for each account.

4. Accounts covered. The prescribed SP 225 will be prepared for all funds
available to Navy where it can reasonably be expected that the amount to be
reported during the current fiscal year will exceed $1 million in any one
section of the SF 225 (excluding section 1II, the total net obligations
incurred), except:

a. Deposit fund accounts,

b. Foreign currency (FT) accounts.

In the case of transfer appropriation accounts derived from appropriations
of other government agencies, the Navy will report directly to the Treasury,
not via the parent appropriation and agency. Likewise, other government
agencies will report directly to Treasury on transfer accounts derived from
Nay appropriations.

5. Percentage report on obligations

a. General. A NavCopt .F• 225 a be Vrepared for each current
year unexp-red appropriation ar-fl-i.• acunt by the designated responsible
offices. Each report will provide percentages to two decimal places on
.ross obligatiot.- by ob3ect class for both Total Transactions, column (3),
ard within Federal Government only, colum (4). The ob~ect classes reported
fcr a given account on the NavCo=pt Form 225A must coincide with the ob-ect
classes shown in the Congress;ional budget for that a:count. Prior to use
of any cbject class not listed in the budget, approval must be secured from
the Office of he Comptroller of the Navy (Budget Policy and Management
Division (NCBX-). All percentages shown will be ctuulative for the year to
date, and will be the best estmate available in accordance with subpar. 3.a.

j. Submissicn schedule. The basic re -rting period will be quarterly
with an additional report required for Juze. The due dates for NavCcmpt
rorm 225A are as follows:

Reporting
pcriod covered Due date

July, August 15 August
September, October, November 15 October
December, Jan.uary, February 15 January
March, Apr,.!, May 15 April
June (Preliminary) 5 A'igust"
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While the schedule provides the minimum reporting requirements, more frequent
reports may be submitted by the responsible offices. Any additional reports
must be submitted no later than 15 calendar days after the end of the monthly
reporting period for which the report is applicable.

c. Report headings. Entries will be made for Agency, Appropriation Fund
Title; Bureau; and Unexpired Accounts, Current Year Symbols as follows:

(I) Agency Enter "Department of the Navy."

(2) Appropriation or Fund Title. Enter the appropriation or fund
title as indicated in reference (c).

(3) Bureau. Enter the name of the bureau, command or office pre-
paring the report.

(4) Unexpired Accounts, Current Year Symbol (s). Enter the symbol
of the unexpired account as shown in reference (c).

d. Gross cbligations by ob~ect class

(1) Total Transactions, Colum.n (3). Percentage entries must be
made, including zero ent-ries, for all oD~ect classes lizted in the budget
for 4 given dccount. if an on3ect class is not contalned in tne buccet.
then the corresponding line cf ccl- (3J abould bt blank. Since the total
of column (31 represents the -- m-lative tatal of all obligatior.s against
that account for the year, the sum of aI.- entries _n column (3) should equal
100%.

(2) Within Federal Zoverrrent cnly, Colv.. (4). The percentages
reported rn. column ,4, shuuld represent those portions of column (3; which
meet the definition of "obllgatlcnzs incurred to make a ;:- -,nt to some other
officially establisned appropriation, fund, or receipt accnrt of --he Federal
Govern,--nt ( cl'd.ng trust f...nds tut not depcsit funds"..' In this con-
nection, as the form indicates, certain ozject classes are considered in
their entirety as not being ='ihln •ne Federal Zcvernment, and no amounts
should be reported :-n the shaded areas of col•=n (4). Conversely. foz ob-ect
class 12, "Personnel benefits, _t i to be assumed t-hat all cbliat'-on
transactions except as noted below are within the Federal Government; there-
fore, for this item the percentage reported in column (4) should read !CC%,

i.e., all of the percentage reported i-n column (3) is appl.,cable to colunn (4).
The excepticns to the object class 12 reporting are Mil.tary Personnal, Navy;
Reserve Person•rel. Navy; Military Personnel, Marine Corps; 5.nd Re!.erve Per-
sonnel, Marine Corps. For those four accounts, only t-he estimated percentage
of column (3) applicable to Serv.rcemnen's Zroup Life Tnsurance (SGLI) and
Federal Insu.ance Contributions Act (-.'CA) will be reported in column (4).
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The percentzies for SGLI and FICA will be shown as a footnote at the bottom
of the NavCompt Form 225A and together will equal the percentage shown for
object class 12 in column (4).

6, Report on obligations

a. General. For each account, based on the quaxterly HavCompt Form
225A and the monthly Report on Budget Execution (DD Form 1176), a SF 225 will
be prepared by NCB-l.

b. Report headings. Entries will be made for Agency; Appropriation or
Fund Title; Bureau; and Unexpired Accounts, Current Year Symbols in accordance
with Part Sc above.

c. Section I - Gross Obligations by Object Class

(1) General. Based on current year transactions for unexpired
appropriations on line 7 (Obligatons Incurred) of the DD Form. 1176, entries
for object class obligations will be calculated from the NavCompt Form 225A
percentage estimates.

(2) Total Transactions, Column (3). Entries for each object class

will be calculatxed- based on the. follow--_. equation"

(% from NavCompt Form 225A) X (DD Form 1176 line 7) - SF 225 entry.

The Total Section I line must agree with the line 7 of the DD Form 1176 for
the current year unexpired appropriations.

(3) Within Federal Government only, Column (4). Entries to this
column should represent those portions of column (3) which meet the definition
stated in 5d(2). :No entries will be =ade for object classes 11, 13, 41, 42,
and 44 as indicated on the form itself. Entries will be calculated for a
particular ob)ect class by the following equation:

(SF 225 Column. (3) amount) X (NavCompt Form 225A Column (4) %)- SF 225 entry

Object class 12 will be footnoted for SFLI and FICA amounts to be calculated
from the corresponding footnote of the NavCcmpt Form 22SA.

d. Section II - Advances, Reimbursements, Other Income, etc. For un-
expired accounts only, enter in column %3) amounts representing advances,
reimbursements, or other income received and credited to the appropri.ation
or fund. Also, net downwzrd adjustments representing recoveries of prior
obligations will be included in the amount to be reported on this line when
such recoveries are required tLo be reported separately on the DD Form 1176.
The entry for section II must equal the sum of lines IA, 3B and 4 of the
DD Form 1176 for unexpired accounts.
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e. Section III - Not Obligations Incurred. Enter in column (3) the
result of Section I minus Section II.

f. Section IV - Expired Accounts (adjustment during reporting period).
Enter in column (3) the net adjustments (either upward or downward) of prior
year obligations for expired accounts (including the related successor ac-
counts) which have been recorded during the current year to date. The entry
for section IV must equal line 7 minus line 4 of the DD Form 1176 for all
prior year accounts only.

g. Section V - Net Unpaid obligations. Enter on this line, in column
(3) only, the amount of net unpaid obligations as of the close of the
reporting period. The entry.1 for Sec. V must equal line 13 (total column)
of the DD Form 1176, with the following exception:

(1) Navy general fund account affected by transfers to other
government agencies e.g., 69-17X1205, will vary from the DD Form 1176 line
13, Net unpaid obligations by the amount of Net unpaid obligations of the
receiving agency. The responsible offices will provide the data reported
by the receiving agency for cumulative obligations and disbursements as a
footnote to the Supplemental Schedule to the Report on Budget Execution
(NavCompt Form 2232). for cumulative obligations line 7A.1, Obligations
Tran3fer Account and cumulative disbursements line 14-1, Disbursement Trans-
fer Accouwnt. The SF 225 will be footnoted by NCB-- for the amount nif Net
unpaid obllgations excluded from Section V for Net unpaid ooligations of
the receiving agency.

As appropriate, responsible offices will footnote NavCompt Form 2232 for
the amount of Intraf und-Funded Unfilled Orders erd of period included in
Section V as 13B3.A, Unfilled Orders - Intratund-Funded.

7. Supply of fcrms. Standard Form 225 is available from the Cog I segment
of the Navy Supply System mnder ordering ntber 0109-2C1-0310 and is stocked
at the Navy Yard, Washington, D.C. and t-he Naval Supply Centers, Norfolk and
Oakland. ?,avCompt Form 225A may be reproduced locally from enclosure (1),
as needed.

u'

E. W. COOK1E
DIRECTOR OF SUDGET AND REPORTS

Distribution:

(See reverse)
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Distribution:
iIAVCDMPT Special List 8-6 (All holders of NavCompt Mnual, Vol. 6)

Copy tot
SVDL E2D GZ~akes only) Code 1.•

n=0t27-0721 C/L (2 cys)

Stocked:
SCo:•t•Lndi Of ficerNomaval Publicaons and Forms Center

5801 Tabor Avenue
Philadelphia, PA 19120
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HAVC-O"pL Forsi No. 225A Period 3alniig
Auag 19fl4

PERCETAZE REPRT O!N 03LIMA-!.S

(In hiin~riwWI3 of percem.)

A~cV4 Appritnation or Funct Ta~e

3w~u Unexpired Accounts. Cuerzct Year Syntbols

Obj~ct Trra FASC34 T.3r to ste --@-
DetO"clam Touti I~ Wlkr#T4#rS3

S~iuTra ?hstwas G..comp

JroIs obligatio?.s by )blec. :'-&3

Personnel eomperniation -____ I _________________

Personnel beclirLs - 12 ________

Beaclu for former porsoinno 13 ________________

Travel and tr~nsriortnition of perscifs.- 21
Trawortaion f 1,1r'I

Piant.pommuctjons and utiltiesZ3

Ree."nn coznde~os an utltc.........,

1-nd%.2 nd structure's3
Ineesimerit4 and lozns. 33 _________

Grants, subsidies, and contributions-........ 41
Insurance cLz&ama 4nd .nucinni,.cs.____,4
Interest 3nd dt~idends..________ 43 ___________

Refund%~..-- 1 __________

Undistributed U 5- olira,.0r4.. 96
Obl#LCationt .ncurred aoro~ad. 9

TOTAL ____ __ __ __ __ __I _

Er~closuzre (1)
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1111110 rem ft m
IA IJU .C?,fT"C?W.f &b

REPORT ON OBLIGATIONS

AascyAppmrtipation or Fuznd Titl

Bm~i;Unexiured Accounts. Current Yea.r Symbols

001 hobwt Trasmirties, rmai Y ostt ate

Sr" T"~aeia Giwtmnea t O...y

SICbom I-Gross obhgations, by
object ctlau

PFeo el c~J~om~rmimationhtl_ _ _ _ _

Personnel bcrnei~ts 12 -

Nn,'tz(o orerpesoiel sn 13-

~ ~ - -.......... _ .. .... . _ _ _

Trzrirn wits !and l~r toans. ofp m s, _ 2 .. ...... _______

Inaur ~Ane 0- Vi ama Ln4 =~~ ..... .........

1rmtt*. Comm I:ons.an 23

-git n mac- a 21. -- --.- ------ _ __ _ __ __

U 'xEqw bgted 31 S-b.tos - --- - -----.... .. . .

Latids :trd xirc~i"3
14b1vetttc.,is ancurd l t~oans 3 . ...

S(imq~s wi-Espared contis bduitmnt

SWIY .Ntuntd ob.4ti
44

Encloiuzre (2



APPENDIX B

STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

To compare two sets of time series data, as was

previously stated, one criterion which may be used is the

comparability of the rates of increase over time. By

fitting various equations to the data, one may then test

statistically the equivalence of the rates of increase.

In this appendix, each of the mathematical models used

to fit the data will be explained, along with the applicable

tests of hypotheses. The resulting equations will then be

presented along with the results of the hypothesis tests.

A. LINEAR MODELS

1. Simple Least Squares Linear Model

The model in this case is

Ilt a + +et

This models one index as a linear function of the second.

Simple linear regression may be used to estimate the

parameters a and 3, where a is the intercept of the line

and 8 is the rate of increase of Iit with respect to I2t.

If the two indices are the same, one would expect that a

would be zero while a would be one, If the twc indices

are not the same, then the intercept may differ from zero.
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However, the rates ot increase of the first index may

still be the same as the second, in which case 8 should

still equal one. The appropriate statistical test is then

a T test with (n-2) degrees of freedom. The null hypothesis

is that 8 - 1 which implies that the rate of increase of

the first index is the same as the second over time, but

the indices may differ in value, as reflected by the

intercept, a.

2. Simple Least Squares Linear Model Forced
Through A Given Point

The model in this case is
Siit - 12 t + a•t•

This equation also models one index as a linear

function of the other. In this case, however, the line

is forced through a given point. Since the indices are

normalized to equal the value 100.0 at the beginni!ng of

the time period, this model may be used to force the line

through the point (100,100). This is intuitively appealing.

A modified least squares procedu-e may then be used to

estimate the parameter B by coding the data such that the

line is forced through the origin. The derivation of the

formulae for the parameter and its variance is given below

using the "Best Linear, Unbiased" method [Ref. 91. The

same estimator for 8 may be d6rived by the "Least Squares"

method.
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Since both indices were normalized, the coding was

simply to subtract 100.0 from each index. This resulted
*

in new constants, Ilt and 12t, from which B was estimated.

Under the condition that the intercept is zero,

it mv°a be shown that the estimators have all of the usual

desirable properties; that is, B is a "linear, unbiased

estimator," and has minimum variance.

Since the actual line which is estimated passes

through the point (100,100), however, the problem of over-

identification of the parameter 3 occurs [Ref. 9]. This

results from the implicit intercept which is generated from

the model. This problem is shown as follows: The model

for which the parameter is to be estimated is

* *

a) Ilt 8I2t + et

where

it - (IIt - 100)

a~nd

*

a 12 - B12t - 100).

Therefore, the model actually estimated may be written

11t - 100 B - 100 + 8 12t . et
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or

b) I 1t - 100(l - 8) + 8 12t + et.

This equation has the usual least squares form:

lit - a + Y 12t + et

where

a - 100(1-8) or a W i - L

and

y - or 5 M y.

Thus there is no unique solution for a if the usual linear

model it used to estimate it. Therefore equation a) must

be estimated directly.

The implications of this model are that, if Iit

is the same as I2t, then the int-,rcept for model b) is

zero, and the slope, 8, is one. Therefore, the applicable

hypothesis test is a T test with (n-1) degrees of freodorr.

The null hypothesis is that 8 - 1.

a. Derivation 9f the "Best Linear, Unbiased
Estimztor, 8, and its Variance.

In order for B to be a best linear, unbiased

estimator, it must be a linear combination of the sample
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observations, must be unbiased, and its variance must be

smaller than that of any other linear, unbiased estimator.

Therefore,

t t lit

where at are some constants to be determined.

E[;] = E at 12t)t

implies that E a 2 = 1 , for 5 to be unbiased.
t

VAR]= VAR 2 alt

E[ E atet) 2

t

Eo Z (a t eth2] ÷ Eis t rano(amt eetrast t<s

Ei z (ate t) 2]

t
a2 2

by the assumptions of homoskedasiticty and nonautoregres-

sion, and where e is the random error.

The problem is aow to:

Minimize Z2 , a t2

t

Subject to a a !2 = 1
t
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Solution by the LaGrange method gives

E Ilt 12 t
z 2 t 2

t

a 2
and VARES] = Z2

t

Solution by the least squares method gives the

same E-imator formula. a is estimated by the maximum

likelihood method and is estimated by

E (IIt -I2t)^2 t
a

t-l

B. EXPONENTIAL MODELS

These models assume that the functional relationship

betwee-n the index and time is linear in the logs. Th•'1

allows for curvilinearity In the raw data, or that the

rate of growth of the index over time is exponential.

1. Exponential Growth with Non-Zero
Intercept in the Los-

In this case, the model is

it - exp(a + 8 -Tt + et)
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where T is ordinal time. That is, for this model, ti

begins at T - 0 . This model estimates as the percent

rise in the index per increment of time. Mathemaatiaally,

this may oe writtev. as

I for index

ax ei

T for Time

The intercept, a, is estimated from the data. For

T - 0, at the beginning of the time series, since the index
is normalized to I-se 100, a should equal 4.605, the

natural logarithm of 100. However, the rate of increase

over time, $, is the important parameter. For comparison

purposes, the hypothesis that the rates of increase over

time of two indices are the same may be tested. The test

statistic is T distributed with (n- 1) degrees of freedom

[Ref. 2].

One of the assumptions made in linear regression

is that E(eie.) = 0 for all i $ j. This is the assumption

of non-autoregression. This implies that the random

disturbance occurring at one point in time is not

correlated with any other disturbance. !:.-is assumption

is more iften violated in the case of relations estinvated

from time series data than in the case of relations

estimated from cross sectional data.
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It may be shcwn that if the disturbances are auto-
regressive, then estimates of the variances of the least

squares estimators a.'e biased. Therefore, the conventional

formulae for carrying out tests of hypotheses may lead to

incorrect conclusions. It may further be shown that when

rho, the correlation coefficient is positive, the bias in

the variance of the estimator is negative. Thus, if the

disturbances are autoregressive and rho is positive, the

calculated acceptance region will often be narrower than

they should be for the specified level of confidence.

Where this model was used, rho and the Durbin Watson
statistic is presented for each equation, although the

number of data points is low.

2. Exponential Growth with Intercept Through
ASpecified Point

This model is written as

I t - 100 ep(r Tt + et)

The rate of increase is again the percent rise in

the index per increment of time. At T - 0, the index wil

equal 1o0.

The rate of increase, r, may be estimated using

the method described in Appendix B, A., 2. for the

following equation:

Ilt = Ln (Ilt/iu, - r T t + et
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Two indices may again be compared by testing the

hypothesis that the rates ot increase are the same. The

test statistic is again T distributed, with (n-l) degres

of freedom.

C. RESULTS

Ahe following tables present the results of tho

estimation of each of the mathematical models fo; each

object class and the account as a whole.

The test statistics were compared against those qiven

in Table B-1.

Table B-I

D.F. P (a - .1) T (a = .05)

09 3.18 2.262

10 2.98 2.228

11 2.82 2,201
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TABLE B-2

EQUIPMENT

iJ n- 11

1. EQUIPt = a + I2t + et

EQUIP - -11.2867 + 1.1035 IMPD EQUIPt+ et

(1.9017) (0.1593)

2 2R - .99 a = 0.7020 T, = 0.649 ACCEPT H

2. EQUIPt - I2t + et

EQUIPt -7.4193 + 1.0742 IMPD EQUIPt et

(0.0134)

RA= .92 a2 = 1.1636 T = 5.52 REJZCT H
lo 0

3. IIt = exp(a + RTt + ct)

EQUIPt = exp(4.5640 + 0.04145T. + ct)

(0.0270) (0.0046

R= .90 a2 2.2946 x 10- p = .6767 DW = .746

IMPD EQUIPt = exp(4.5715 + 0.0386Tt + Ct)

(0.0225) (0.0038)

R2 .92 02 = 1.5972 x 10-3 p - .6360 DW= .796

Ho: 12 1 a 2  F9 9 = 1.437 ACCEPT

H0 : $1 a 2 T1 8 = 0.472 ACCEPT
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4. i1t - 100 exp(Xt + Et)

EQUiPt = 100 ewp(0.0356T t .)

(0.0026)

R2 - .88 a2 - 2.260 x 10-3 P - .9149 DW - .634

I1D EQUIPt 1 100 exp(0.0338Tt 4. Ct)

R -. 90 a2  1.792 x 10- 3  p " .8856 m " .680
2 2H a: 1 -a 2  ! 1 .449 ACCEPT0 2 F1 0 ,1 0

H : rI r 2  T20 - 0.274 ACCEPT
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TABLE S-3

RQU1PMET 1973-1975

1"2

EQUIPt w + a IPD EQUIP,

EQUIPt m -9.004 + 1.1040 !BPD EQUIPt + t

(0.0025)
R2 - .98 a2 - 3.7850 T10 ', 2.080 ACCEPT

2. EQUIPt B - IMD EQUIPt + et

EQUIP,, = -16.798 + 1.1679 LPD EQUIPt + e
t

(0.0038)

R2 - .87 a2 = 4.8689 Tit - 4.447 REJECT

3. 11 - expc(a + aT +

EQMPt- oxp(4.559 + 0.0102T, + et)

t t

(0.0007)
R2 96 02 = 7.495 x 10-4

IMPD EQUIPt - exp(4.554 + 0.0092Tt + et)

R2 = .94 a 2 - 6.577 x 10-

- 42 22 I0,1i0 0.866 itCET

1 2: 1 20 1.556 ACCEPT

4. 1C1 t iG0 exp(rTt + et)

EQUIP t = 00 exp(0.0076 Tt + et)

(0.0004)

2 =9.612 x 10-4
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IMPJ EQUIP st 100 exp(0.0088Tt + et)

ftt
a' = 1.142 x 10-3

2 2
H0 : a1 •2 Ia 2 1.188 ACCEPT

Ha: r -r T =1.895 ACP
1 2 22
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TABLE B-4

UT~I~ISITS FRIGHT AND tJTILIITIS WITHOU~T FREICHT

ni-36

2.° UTIL (W/O} t ý7 M IL(W.F. ) t + a t
MTIL(W/O)t 7.514 + 0.9i49 UTIL(W.F.)t + t

(0.0051)

R2 - .99 a2 - 0.2378 T70 - 14.78 REJECT

3. 11 • - =P(u + STt + at)

UTIL(W/O)t - exp(4.5735 + 0.0080Tt + at)

(1.75 xIO-4)

R2 - .98 a2 - 1.19 x 10-4

UTIL(W.F.)t = exp(4.5686 + 0.0087Tt + et)

R2 .98 a 2 - 1.56 x 1-04

H: c1
2  a 2  , 1.305 ACCEPT

0 1 2 '34,34
He: a1 -B2 T6 8 , 2.534 REJECT

4. Ilt = 100 exp(rTt + et)

UTIL(W.F.) - 100 exp(0.0075Tt + et)

(0.0002)

2 .96 a2 - 3.59 x 10

UTIL(W/O) - 100 exp(0.007OTt + etl

I (0.0001)

R2 - .96 a2 - 2.66 x 10.4

Ho: a12 z2 F35 ,35 - 1.35 ACCEPT

T7u- 2.426 REJECT
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TABLE B-6

UTILITIES

n-l11

1. UTIL t - +812t + 4t

UTILt - 4.5823 + 0.9235 PXPt + t

(3.8606) (0.0306)
2

R2 - .99 a - 4.2080 T9 - 0.2503 ACCEPT

UTILt - 18.2100 + 0.7767 SERVICESt + t

(5.1406) (0.0387)

- .978 2 - 9.4162 T9 - 5.770 REJECT

2. UTILt - c I 2  + e

UTILt - 15.0818 + 0.8492 PXPt + et

(0.2664)

R2  98 2 . 7.9487 TI 0 - 0.5661 ACCEPT

UTILt = 30.6820 + 0.6932 SBRN1.ESt + et

- .96 a 2 1.553 T = 10.05 REJECT

3. Ilt - exp(a + a Tt + et)

UTILt exp(4.5435 + 0.04E0 Tt + e t)

(0.0235) (0.0040)

R2 .94 2 . 1.74 x 1o 3  p - .58 DW - .64

Pxpt - exp(4.5693 + 0.0488Tt + et)

(0.0173) (0.0029)

R- .97 2- 9.4 x 10 - .72 DW - .58

H: a12 a 2
2  F 9 , 9  1.853 ACCEPT

Ho: 1 T - 0.56 ACCEPT

0 2 20
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SERVICESt - exp(4.5733 + 0.0566Tt + et)

(0.0106) (0.0018)

R2 - .99 a2 - 3.5 x 10.4 p - .56 DW - .58
H: (712 u0(22 F9 49

Ho 0 a9,9 - 4.98 REJECT

4. Ilt - 100 exp(O Tt + et)

UTILt 100 exp(0.0372 Tt + et)

R .89 a -. 0028 p - .95 DW - .40

PXP - 100 exp(0.0436 Tt + e )

(0.0018)

R2 . .95 a2 - .0012 p " .99 DW - .43

Ho: a12 a 2 FI0,10 - 2.209 ACCEPT

Ho: 2 T2 0 = 1.99 ACCEPT

SERVICES 100 exp(0.0521 Tt + et)

(0.0013)

R2 - .98 a2 - 0.000634 .96 DW .32
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TABLE B-7

OTHER SERVICES

1. O.S.t - a+ 81 2 t + et

O.S.t -48.1460 + 1.4465 PXPt + et

R2 - 9.0607 a2 . 19.279 T9 = 6.82 REJECT

O.S.t 9.0607 + 0.8983 STRUCTURESt+ et

(6.3567) (0.0451)

R .98 a2 23.679 T9 = 2.25 ACCEPT

2. O.S.t - 8 I2t + et

O.S.t = -36.1726 + 1.3617 PXP t + et

(0.0408)

R2 .98 a2 = 22.763 TI 0 , 8.02 REJECT

O.S.t 11.8653 + 0.8813 STRUCTUESt+ et

(0.0286)

2 2
R .98 a = 21.901 TI 0 = 4.147 REJECT

3. I1t = exp(a+ T + ej

O.S.t = exp(4.5397 + 0.0644 Tt + et)

(0.0304) (0.0051)

R2 .94 02 = 0.0029 p = .45 DW = .88

PXP = exp(4.5693 + 0.0488 Tt + et)

(0.0173)
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R = .97 a 2-= 0.0009

012 = F9, 9 =3.094 ACCEPT

HO: a1 = a2 T1 8 =3.72 REJECT

STRUCTURESt = exp(4.5426 + 0.0703 Tt + et)

(G.0255) (0.0043)

R 2  .97 02 = .0020 p = .67 W= .54

H: a 12 a 22 F = 1.42 ACCEPT

H: 1 8 TI8 -0.89 ACCEPT

4. Iit = 100 exp(B T +et)

O.S.t 100 exp(0.0550 Tt + et)

(0.0032)

R= .92 a2 = 0.0040 p = .92 DW = .63

PXPt = 100 exp(0o.0436 Tt + et)

(0.0018)

R2 .95 a2 = .0012
Ho o2 22

H H0 : =2 F10,10 = 3.17 REJECT

HO0 : a 1 B 2

STRUCTURESt = 100 exp(0.0614 Tt + e.)

(0.0028)

R2 .94 a2 = 0.0031 = .97 DW = .36

H: 012 02 F = 1.29 ACCEPT
0 2 10,10

H : a1 =2 T 2 0 = 0.107 ACCPT
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TABLE B-8

SUPPLIES AM E

n-"l

1. S&Mt - + 0 12 t + e t

Sait - -114.2787 + 1.9710 PXPt+ e1

(35.5636) (0.2816)
22

R2 - .84 a - 357.09 T9 -3.45 REJECT

SaMt - 9.4617 + 0.8865 CPIPUELt+ et

(2.1058) (0.0144)
2

R2 - .99 a - 5.467 T9 - 2.056 ACCEPT

2. S&Mt w i2t + et

S&Mt = -55.4822 + 1.5548 Pxpt+ et

(0.2009)

R2 - .78 o2 - 451.88 TI0 - 2.66 REJECT

S&Mt = 13,2132 + 0.08675 CPI FUELt+ et

(0. 0133)

R2 - .99 2 - 7.380 T 9.95 REJECT

3. Ilt - exp(a + 8 Tt + et)

S&Mt - exp(4.4600 + 0.0739 Tt + et)

(0.0933) (0.0158)

R2 - .71 a 2 = 0.0274 p - .71 DW - .60

PxPt - exp(4.5693 + 0.0488 7t + et)

(0.0173) (0.0029)

R- 2 97 a2 = 0.0094
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NO: al = (2 F10,10 - 29.11 liEJECT

•Z FUELt = exp(4.4032 + 0.0822 Tt + et)

(0.0912) (0.0155)
R2 - .76 a2 - 0.0262 - .64 D4 - .69

1o : a1 2 (22 F9,9 1.047 ACCEPT

Ho: 811 -2 T1 8  0.379 ACCEPT

4. Ilt - 100 .xp(O Tt + *t)

S&Mt - 100 evp(0.0540 Tt + eat)

(0.0089)
R2 (2
R -. 64 a -0.031 p - 0.84 Oi - .51

PXPt - 100 exp(0.0436 Tt + et)

(0.0018)

R2 . .95 a2 . 0.0012

H: 0 a12 = (;22 F20,10 - 24.56 REJECT

CPI FUELt - 100 exp(0.0620 Tt + et)

(0.0088)

R2 - .69 a2 - 0.0299 p - .80 DW - .568

Ho: a 1 2022 F10,10 = 1.03 ACCEPT

Ho: al a 2 T20 = 0.63 ACCEPT
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TABLE B-9

0 &imN

n- 11

!. O&M,Nt - + a 1 2 t + et

O&M,N t -60.0000 + 1.5283 CBOt + et

(11.9292) (0.0944)

R2 - .97 a2 - 40.2764 T9 . 5.60 REJECT

O&M,N t- 7.7900 + 0.9015 PROXYt + et

(4.5308 (0.0322)

R2 - .99 a2 - 13.7929 T9 = 3.06 REJECT

2. O&M,Nt- 12 + et

O&M,N t -35.4879 + 1.3549 MOt + et

(0.0725)

R - .95 a2 58.9852 TI 0 , 4.90 REJECT

O&M.N,= 12.8136 + 0.8719 PROXY + et

(0.0230)

R2 - 99 a2  14.65208 T1 0 = 5.57 REJECT

3. Iit - exp(a + Tt + et

O&MNt = exp'4.5192 + 0.0654 Tt + et)

(0.0442) (0.0078)

R - .89 a2 - 0.0062 p = .78 DW= .54

CBOt sexp(4.5692 + 0.3488 Tt + et)

(0.0174) (0.0029)
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R2 .97 a - 0.0009 p - . 7 2 DW - ,58

H0 : a 2 -= 22 REJECT

PIOD2 t - exp(4.5 2 6 2 + 0.0718 Tt + e1)

(0.0396) (0.0067)

R2 - .93 a2 - 0.0049 p - .68 • - .59

Ho: a1 2  a 2 2  F 9 , 9 "1.25 ACCEPT

H: B1 0 B 2  T 1 8  .628 ACCEPT

4. 11t - 100 exp(S Tt + et)

O4MINt - 100 exp(0.0532 Tt + et)

(0.0045)

R2  a2R - .85 a - 0.0079 p-1.03 W - .42

CBO - 100 exp(0.0437 Tt + et)

R2 - .95 a2 - 0.0012 p - .99 DW .43

Ho: a12  2 2 F10,10 - 6.24 REJECT

PI•OIYt - 1)0 exp(0.0605 Tt + et)

(0.0041)

R2- .90 a2 - 0.0064 p - .91 DW- .44

81n2 20
0o: a 12 , 22 FI10,10 - 1.23 ACCEPT

H 0: o1 8 B2 T 20 TM1.20 ACCEPT

oI
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